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Chapter 6

Conclusions

A summary of each chapter’s accomplishments, shortcomings and plans for
future work has already been given in the last section of each chapter, so
in this chapter we will look at the work developed in this thesis as a whole,
discuss what we have learnt and what deserves some more attention, and
try to tie up some loose ends.

6.1 The Logic FVEL

We started in Chapter 2 by presenting four-valued epistemic logic (FVEL).
Despite being the main technical tool used in the thesis, FVEL itself is not
the main contribution of this work, as it is a small deviation from other
logics such as BPAL (Rivieccio, 2014a), BK (Odintsov and Wansing, 2010)
and KFDE (Priest, 2008). Nevertheless, we bring new technical results on
FVEL, such as the tableaux, the correspondence results, the reduction of
public announcements and basic propositional results such as the possible
truth ranges for certain fragments of the language (Proposition 4.1). Most
novel on FVEL, however, is the interpretation we have given, which makes
clear what is the role of each negation, how a public announcement should
be interpreted, etc.

Chapter 2 shows how the extra negation (˜) gives FVEL more expressive
power than BK and KFDE; without this, much of the work that follows
could not have been done. As for BPAL, it is almost an extension of FVEL.
It would be interesting to see how our interpretation extends to BPAL’s
additional connectives. It is perhaps unfortunate that we have developed
FVEL before becoming aware of BPAL, and later found out how they are
actually very similar. Chapter 2 offers a comparison of FVEL with each
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of these logics (BPAL, BK and KFDE), and a new interpretation that can
to some extent be used for those logics too. This work strengthens the
case not only for FVEL, but also for BPAL, as a pair of useful four-valued
modal logics.

The philosophical takeaway from Chapter 2 is that the epistemic
character of the four-valued valuation and of the modal operator can
be reconciled as meaning evidence and uncertainty about this evidence,
respectively. And from Chapters 4 and 5, we learn that we can also look
at the states as agents, and keep only the valuation as epistemic – but
that is also seen in other works on opinion/belief diffusion. Anyhow, these
are possible natural interpretations for many-valued modal logics, which
can be used to model realistic situations.

Before entering on the topic of consolidations, it is important to ask
how FVEL compares to other logics of evidence. In this area, the most
prominent alternatives to FVEL are B&P evidence logic (van Benthem
and Pacuit, 2011b), the topology-based approach of Baltag, Bezhanishvili,
Özgün, and Smets (2016a), and its extensions such as Shi, Smets, and
Velázquez-Quesada (2018a). These two types of models (FVEL/BPAL and
B&P/topology-based ones) are very different; their main similarity is that,
in both, evidence has a four-valued character. Other than that, they are
very different formally. In FVEL, evidence has no structure, whereas in the
other models it comes with a neighborhood/topological structure. Each
of these approaches are suitable for different modelling purposes. One
advantage of FVEL is being multi-agent, which may make it more adequate
if one has multi-agent systems applications in mind.

Finally, on the comparison of FVEL (in the interpretation of Chap-
ters 4 and 5) with opinion/belief diffusion models (e.g. Baltag, Christoff,
Rendsvig, and Smets (2019)), a main difference is that the latter usually do
not represent evidence and belief, but just belief (or opinion/behaviour/etc.).
To my knowledge, FVEL is the only formalism that can model such scenar-
ios. The uniqueness is more evident in Chapter 4, where the models look
like opinion diffusion models, but there are no iterations of belief. That
shows that there is just a rough similarity between our models and opinion
diffusion models.

6.2 Consolidations

The main contribution of this thesis is certainly everything that has to
do with consolidations. We have given a name to this concept, but the
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concept itself is not new. Consolidation is the process of forming beliefs
from evidence. Of course, that is not a new problem at all. However, it is
a relatively modern concept in logics. Doxastic and epistemic logics lack
consolidations. Beliefs are held not because agents have evidence to support
them, but simply because they are either initially given, or a consequence
of other beliefs, or simply tautologies. Some form of consolidation appears
in justification logic, but most prominently it seems to have appeared for
the first time in van Benthem and Pacuit (2011b).

Taking consolidations seriously can be useful for two main reasons.
First, logicians have been fighting logical omniscience for a long time now,
and perhaps one of the most natural solutions will involve considering
agents who build their beliefs (step by step) from their evidence. The
“step by step” part is seen here only in Chapter 5, and even then the
agents are quite powerful: in each step, they can decide their beliefs for
all atoms. We have not focused much on the computational complexity
side of consolidations, but that is a major avenue for future work in this
project. Agents can still be omniscient in logics of evidence, but this shift
in approach towards “building” beliefs favours stepwise, process-oriented
and resource-bounded methods, which would probably help to mitigate
the problem of logical omniscience. Combining this resource-bounded
perspective with a normative take might pose some challenges. Second,
and more important, by explicitly focusing on consolidations, we frame
the problem of defining belief in logics in a way that emphasises evidence
and its connection to belief. Even if we are not thinking about resource-
bounded agents, it is still a relevant question how we should form beliefs
from a given body of evidence – including evidence coming from our peers.
In summary: consolidations (a) naturally lend themselves to modelling
resource-bounded agents, and (b) naturally put evidence and its connection
to belief in the spotlight.

Besides remarking that consolidations have to be taken seriously, what
have we actually learnt about consolidations?

Chapter 3 Starting in this chapter, we discuss some rationality principles
for these operations. Function h1 (which maps true to belief, false to
disbelief and the other values to abstention; cf. Figure 3.1) is a quite
simple consolidation function, maybe even obvious. We gave it, however,
a substantial justification via a series of postulates. Postulates Respect for
Evidence (RE) and Unanimity Dominance (UD), in particular, seem to be
universal and general enough to transcend our specific formal setting. The
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other postulates are also reasonable, but depend on the logic being used.
They work for FVEL, but probably also for other logics.

Then, we offered a formal construction for cluster consolidations. A
similar construction turned out to be useful also for converting FVEL
into B&P models. With this consolidation, we were able to obtain a
result that is in line with function h1, and that maps four-valued evidence
models (FVEL models) into familiar bivalent doxastic models (Kripke
structures). Our method is able to obtain a representation of belief that is
considered standard in logic: an S5 or KD45 Kripke model. And not an
arbitrary model, but one that respects h1 – so the consolidation is somewhat
reasonable. Another argument in defense of cluster consolidation is that,
by analysing its construction method, we see that the worlds generated in
the consolidated model are all worlds with valuations that are “accepted”
by the agents, according to their evidence (see Definition 3.2), which means
that it makes sense for them to consider those worlds possible. Still, more
investigation should be done to find out if there are better consolidations,
and if not, why not.

Due to the simplicity of our models, it might not seem that our results
have a practical impact on reality, but it is a legitimate practical question
whether cautious consolidation (the cluster consolidation implementing
h1) is a rational way of forming beliefs – given that the representation of
evidence at hand is as simple as in FVEL models. And this thesis advances
the statement that it is. In other words, if you find yourself in a multi-agent
setting such as in the “coffee example” (Example 2.7), where some agents
are not certain of which is the actual state of the evidence on the topic,
cautious consolidation might be your best belief-forming strategy. Actually
examining and weighing the evidence might be a more realistic alternative,
though. But that requires additional aspects of evidence, such as internal
structure, reliability, amount, etc. which are not present in FVEL models.

Chapter 4 In this chapter, once more, we have a long discussion of
rationality principles and a list of postulates for consolidations, but this
time for a different setting, where the opinions/evidence of others is taken
into account. A first loose end that has to be tied in future work is to make
a comparison of these postulates across these different settings – if they are
general enough, they should not be violated. The postulates of Chapter 3
result in h1, which in turn is used as a motivation for consolidations in
Chapters 4 and 5. Notice that, for example, Policy I and II just try to do
something in the case when h1 yields abstention, while in the other cases
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it just sticks to the judgement provided by h1.

The postulates of this chapter are reasonable for many reasons. First,
they are not that strong: most good consolidations satisfy all of them.
Policies I-IV satisfy Atom Independence, Monotonicity, Consensus, No
Gurus, Doxastic Freedom, Evidence Sensitivity and Social Sensitivity.
Some of those policies violate Equal Weight and/or Modesty, which are
not in the group of so-called core postulates, because they reflect the equal
weight view in the peer disagreement debate. Second, they are based
on already accepted principles of Social Choice Theory (SCT) for voting,
now adapted to a doxastic context. For example, Atom Independence
is inspired by Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives, Monotonicity by
SCT’s Monotonicity and Doxastic Freedom by Non-Imposition. Still,
extra postulates are probably needed to really rule out any irrational
consolidation. On the other hand, even sceptical consolidation, which was
tolerated in the form of an H function in Chapter 3, now is rejected by a
number of postulates.

So, similarly to the previous chapter, the postulates here aim to be
normative, as long as the setting is as depicted by our models. Therefore,
in those conditions, the consolidation policies presented are offered as
rational ways of forming beliefs.

Chapter 5 This chapter has perhaps the least practical impact, com-
pared to the previous ones, due to our synchronicity assumption – that the
agents update their beliefs simultaneously in iterations. In fact, situations
such as those are not completely artificial, as some algorithms such as
Google’s PageRank used to work in a similar way. In a multi-agent system
with synchronous time, or in a web-based system where people could only
update their public opinions in specific moments, a setting like the one in
this chapter could arise. In addition, this chapter has some of the most
interesting mathematical and computational puzzles of this thesis, some of
which are left open.

Moreover, we learn that Policy I is monotonic and always stabilises,
and that Policy II can lead to unstable models, but only rarely as we
increase the size of the network. As in the case of informational cascades,
private evidence and public access only to opinions/beliefs lead to irrational
behaviour (in our case, an infinite loop of consolidation).
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6.3 The Magic Word: Rationality

Many design decisions have been justified in the name of rationality in this
thesis. The reader might think: well, that is not a real justification. What
is rationality, anyway? Is it not a subjective concept?

Indeed, the concept of rationality is a complicated one, and there is a lot
of discussion about it in philosophy. If we just look at the economic concept
of rationality, we find that rational behaviour is one that maximises one’s
utility. Acting rationally is acting in an optimised (or nearly optimised,
if we do not want to be too strict) way. But what are our agents’ utility
functions? What are they trying to optimise? Since our context is purely
doxastic/epistemic, the utility of an agent is entirely determined by her
doxastic state. There are two factors that increase this “epistemic utility”:
(a) having fewer false beliefs, and (b) having more true beliefs. The
importance of not having false beliefs is already mentioned in the opening
of this thesis. In general, false beliefs can lead to suboptimal actions,
which will handicap the agent’s utility, whatever it might be. Similarly,
having true beliefs helps the agents to make better decisions, which in turn
improves their utility. One could also consider other factors for epistemic
utility, such as “clutter avoidance” (Harman, 1986) and other cost-related
factors. After all, thinking too much without need might be detrimental
to one’s behaviour. We have not considered such factors here.

Then, how does this type of rationality serve as background for the
postulates proposed here? If we take, for example, the Respect for Evidence
(RE) postulate, the rationale is that believing in stark opposition to what
evidence tells is likely going to lead to false beliefs, as long as evidence
bears any connection to reality. Going further, in Chapter 4, we introduced
the social dimension to consolidations, because ignoring social evidence is
suboptimal behaviour. It is a well-known principle of epistemology that
one should always consider the total evidence (again, if we disregard cost-
related factors in the agent’s epistemic utility). All the other postulates
have an underlying motivation that ultimately resorts to this concept of
rationality.

In conclusion, rationality has been the major guiding principle for all
the consolidations proposed here, and that is the reason why this work is in
the normative, and not descriptive, category. That is also one of the main
reasons why comparisons with opinion diffusion models are superficial:
there is a technical similarity, but the motivation is completely different.
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6.4 The Mainstream View

As mentioned above, the problem of consolidation is as old as humanity
itself. There are important mainstream theories that deal with the question
of how to process evidence, for example: Bayesianism, belief revision (Al-
chourrón, Gärdenfors, and Makinson, 1985), and Dempster-Shafer theory
(Dempster, 1968; Shafer, 1976).

The most important next step for this project is probably a thorough
comparison with these other theories. As mentioned in Chapter 4, there
are significant differences between these formalisms, but just as in the case
of a comparison of our postulates across the different settings offered in
this thesis, it should be possible to say something about how compatible
Bayesianism and belief revision are with our work. We know that our theory
is at odds with Bayesianism and AGM belief revision, for example, when it
comes to tautologies. Our agents do not necessarily believe all tautologies,
but in Bayesian epistemology logical truths are assigned probability 1, and
in belief revision all belief sets contain all tautologies.

We mentioned earlier that while Bayesianism tries to define how beliefs
are updated in the face of new evidence, our theory tries to define how
beliefs are formed in the first place, given some evidence. In Bayesianism,
there are priors, which represent the agent’s initial beliefs. In our theory,
the agents start without any beliefs. A consolidation in Bayesianism would
be the result of applying a series of updates with all evidence found in
some body of evidence. The result might differ depending on the priors,
which does not happen in our theory. This puts FVEL consolidations
more in line with objective Bayesianism, where not all initial values are
acceptable for the priors. This is controversial in itself, but this view has
been defended before.1 Another obstacle for comparing our consolidations
with Bayesianism is that we lack the quantitative aspects mentioned in
Chapter 3: reliability, amount of evidence, etc. On the other hand, our
method relies on notions such as unanimity and existence of some evidence,
which, in principle, are not expressible in Bayesian epistemology.

Belief revision, on the other hand, is a qualitative theory. The main
hurdle for comparing it with our theory is that the most relevant things
that belief revision has to say regards input that contradicts a previous
belief base. Again, in our case, the agent starts as a blank slate. One
could consider, as in the case of Bayesianism, a series of belief revisions,
starting from an empty belief set. That would roughly correspond to

1 See Williamson (2010) for more on objective Bayesianism.
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a consolidation. A starting point for comparison would be to look at
iterated belief revision frameworks, such as Darwiche and Pearl (1997);
Rott (2009).2

6.5 Closing Thoughts

In this thesis we offered a new multi-agent four-valued modal logic that
can be used to model evidence scenarios, and a set of results related to
this logic. Moreover, we discussed the concept of consolidations, and
formulated formal operations that implement them in a variety of formal
settings. The main question is how evidence determines belief. We argued
for the operations we proposed, and offered rationality postulates that
they respect.

The main directions for future work involve generalising the idea of
consolidations and the postulates proposed for other settings, and making
a detailed comparison with other well-established theories of belief update.
The long lists of ideas in the “future work” sections of each chapter attest
that there is a long road ahead when it comes to evidence logics and
consolidations.

2 Darwiche and Pearl (1997) show that their belief revision operation is compatible
with a qualitative version of Jeffrey’s rule.
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